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A concept of congruence r lation and homomorphism for multialgebras is developed such 
that a subcfirect decomposition theorem can be proved and varieties of multialgebras can be 
described by implications of a certain kind. 
On d6veloppe l  concept de relation de congruence etd'homomorphisme des multialg~bres 
de facon ~ d6montrer un th6or~me de d6composition sous-directe et de facon h d6erire des 
vari6t6s de multialg~bres par des implications d'un certain type. 
][nfroduction 
The aim of this paper is to find an appropriate concept of a variety of 
multialgebras. Several aspects of homomorphisms, ubalgebras and subdirect 
decompositions of relational systems and multialgebras have already been de- 
veloped in [5, 6] by Pickett and in [3] by Hausoul. The connections to algebras 
are studied in [2] by Gl~itzer and in [4] by H6ft and Howard. 
We introduce a concept of congruence relation for relational systems which 
includes the usual universal algebra definition and we demonstrate that the 
homomorphism theorem and the results on congruence lattices also hold for 
relational systems, but to get a subdirect decomposition theorem we have to 
confine ourself to multialgebras which is caused by the fact that projections are 
homomorphi,~ms (in sense of this paper) only for multialgebras. Classes of 
mnltialgebras which are closed under subalgebras, homomorphic images and 
direct product can be described by implications of a certain form. These implica- 
tions are analyzed in order to find a very general multialgebra, which is playing 
the role of a free algebra. One motivation of this paper is the connection of 
variety of clones [8] and variety of multialgebras. An impressive list of examples i  
given in [6]. 
I. The htttice of congruences of a relational system 
Consider an n-ary relation (n>0)  (A; p) where A is a non-empty set and 
p~_A". The following definitions and results can be extended to arbitrary 
relational systems. 
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We write p(a l , . . . ,  an) instead of (a~,. . . ,  a,) ~ p, but for equivalence relations 
we use a Ob instead of (a, b)~ 0. 
Definition 1.1. An equivalence relation 0 of A is called a congruence of (A; p) if 
to arbitrary p (ax , . . . ,  a,) and a~ Obl, . . . ,  a,~_~ Ob,_~ there exists b, ~ A such that 
p(b l , . . . ,  bn) and a~Obn. 
This definition is a generalization of the same concept for algebras. For the 
algebra (A, o3) where t5 is an (n -1 ) -a ry  operation define to(a1, . . . ,  a,_~, a~) if 
tS (a l , . . . ,  a,_l) = a,. Then it is easy to observe that 0 is a congruence relation of 
the algebra (A, iS) if and only if 0 is a congruence relation of (A, to). 
Definition 1.2. Let (A; Px) and (B; P2) be relational systems of the same arity. A 
function ] ' :A -~ B is called a relational homomorphism if 
(1) re(a1,..., pz(f(aO,..., f(a,)); 
(2) for every O2(f(dO,...,  f(d,)) there is c cA  such that p l (d l , . . . ,  d~-l, c) 
and f(c) = f(d~). 
If 0 is a congruence relation of (A; p) and a~A define [a]={b~A [aOb}, the 
congruence class of a, and set p ( [a l ] , . . . ,  [a,]) if there are b~ ~ [a~], i = 1 , . . . ,  n, 
such that p(b l , . . . ,  b,,). 
This relation is denoted by (A/O; p). Furthermore, for [ :A  ~ B put ker /= 
{(a, d) l [(a)=f(d),  a, d e A}. It is easy to prove the following homomorphism 
theorem. 
Theorem 1.3. Let [ be a surjective relational homomorphism from (A ;p )  onto 
(B; p). Then ker/" is a congruence of (A, p) and (B; p) is isomorphic to (A/kerr ; P). 
If {0i I i e 13 is a family of congruences of (A; p) then V {0, ] i e 13 is a congru-  
ence  relation of (A; p). As usual the join V is the least equivalence on A 
containing all 0,. The identity relation a is obviously a congruence relation of 
(A; O). Hence the greatest congruence contained in all 0~ (i e / )  exists as the join of 
the lower bounds of {0~ [ i e 13. Note that the intersection of two congruences need 
not be a congruence. 
Theorem 1.4. The poset C(M) of the congruence relations of the system sg = (A, P) 
is a complete lattice. 
2. Subdirect products of multialgebras 
DeW, ion  ?.1. The relation (A; p) is a multioperation if for every ax, . . . ,  an-lE 
A there ex im ceA such that p (a l , . . . ,  o~_1, c). A muUiatgebra is a system 
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(A;/2) of multioperations. A multioperation can be viewed as a map from A "-1 
into P(A) \ {~1}. 
All other concepts like submultialgebras, direct and subdirect products and 
subdirectly irreducible multialgebras are defined in the usual way. 
Theorem 2.2. Every multialgebra is isomorphic to a subdirect product of subdirectly 
irreducible multialgebras. 
The proof of this theorem is essentially the same as for Birkhoff's theorem in 
universal algebra. But one has to use Defirfition 2.1 and 2.2 and the fact that 
projections are relational homomorphisms. 
3. Varieties of multialgebras 
Obviously the relational homomorphic image of a multialgebra is a mul- 
tialgebra. 
Definition 3.1. A class R of multialgebras of the same type which is closed under 
the construction of submultialgebras, relational homomorphic images and direct 
products is called a variety. 
For the description of these varieties we consider special first-order formulas 
built from (i) variables xl, x2, x3 , . . . ,  (ii) n~-ary predicate symbols ri correspond- 
ing to the n~-ary relations p~ of the multialgebras (A; p~ (i ~ I)) of the class R, and 
(iii) equality. The formulas which we consider are of the following kind: 
t l (X l ,  . . . , x,,)^-- .  ^  tk  (x ,  . . . , x~ ) ~ tk  ÷ ~(x ,  . . . , x~,),  
where 6e{Pi l i~I}t.J{x,, =xo l a,/3 ~N}, i-- 1 , . . . ,  k+ l .  
The conjunction of the atomic formulas t l (x l , . . . ,  x~,) A" • • A tk(Xl,. . . ,  X,~) has 
to be ordered in such a way that the variable x~ does not appear in any atomic 
formula t j (x l , . . . ,  x~) with 1 ~< j < i. For example the formula 
p(xx, X2)A p(X2, Xs)---> p(xl, Xs) has this property. A set ,~ of formulas of this kind 
will be called a set of multialgebra implications if they have all variables bound by 
the quantifier V. 
Theorem 3.2. Let R be a class of algebras of the same type delined by a set Y, of 
multialgebra implications. Then R is a variety of multialgebras. 
Proof. The preservation of ~ by submultialgebras is obvious. Because the mul- 
tialgebra implications are Horn formulas R is closed under direct products [1, p. 
235]. If we have t l(bx,. . . ,  bn)A..  "Atk(bx,..., b,~) in a relational homomorphic 
image (B;p~ ( i~/))  of a multialgebra (A;p~ ( i~/))  then we consider 
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tl(a~,... ,a~,_l,x~,), where /(a~)=bi, i= l , . . . ,n t -1 ,  for the relational 
homomorphism [:A--->B. At first we look for an dement a,, such that 
tl(a~,..., a~,-1, a~,) holds and /(a~,)= b,.  In the same way we proceed for 
t2,. •. ,  tk and finally have h(al , . . . ,  a~)/x.. .^ tk(a~,..., a~) in (A; #i (i ~I)) and 
we may imply tk+~(al,..., a,~÷). Therefore t~+~(b~,..., b,,+~) holds in (B; ~, (i 
[] 
To demonstrate that multialgebra implications can be used for algebras we 
consider multialgebras (A ;p)  with a ternary relation # such that the following 
holds: 
p(x, y, u )^o(x ,  y, u = v, 
p(x, y, u)Ap(u, z, v)A p(y, Z, W) ---* p(x, W, V), 
o(y,z, w)^o(x, w, v)^p(x, y,u) o(u,z, w). 
This is the variety of semigroups. 
4. Free m~gebras  (X; p) and (F(X); p) 
• i Let X 1, X "2, X3 , . . .  be a countable family of sets X ~ ={x~, x~, x3,. . .} and 
X= L_Ji%l X~. Let a :X  ~-1 --*X be a bijective map such that for every (n - 1)- 
tupd (Y l , . - . ,  Y,-x) with y leXk~, . . . ,  y ,~X k- we have a( (y~, . . . ,  y , _ l ) )=y ,~ 
X" where t~ = max{/q I i = 1 , . . . ,  n - 1} + 1. The relation p can be defined on X 
by setting P(YI,- . . ,Y,-x, Y,) for every (n -1 ) - tupd  (Yt,- . - ,  Y,-~) and y ,= 
a( (y~, . . . ,  Y,-t). (X, p) is called the totally free multialgebra over X ~. 
Let K be a class of multialgebras of the same type, let A = (A, p)~ K and 
f :X  t --* A be a surjective map. Let f :X  ~ A be the extension defined already 
for a subset 3¢__X. Let (Yt,---,Yn-1) be an (n-1)-tupel  such that 
a ( (y~, . . . ,  Y,-1) = y,~ 3¢. Let f(Yt) = a l , . . . ,  f(Y,-x) = a~-i and let a,, be a solu- 
tion of p (a t , . . . ,  a,_l, x) in A. Then f (y , )= a~ and f is defined for the X tA {y,}. 
Obviously [ is not unique. 
Let 0 7 be the congruence relation of (X; O) for a relational homomorphism 
f :X--~ A with A=(A;  o)~K. Let O=N{~ I f :X--* A for all Ak~K} and put 
F(X) = X/o. Then (F(X); O) is called the K-free multialgebra. 
Let p(y~, . . . ,  Y,-1, Y,) and p(z l , . . . ,  z,_~, z,) be such that y, 0z~. Then we 
derive the implications p(y~, . . . ,  y,_~, y,)--* p (z t , . . . ,  z , -t ,  z,) and 
P(Z1, . . . ,  79,-1, Zn) ~ P(Yt ,  • • - ,  Y , - I ,  Yn)- Every  formula 0(Y~, • - •, Y,,-~, Y,) can be 
decomposed into a sequence of formulas O(xi, ..... x~_~, u~) where {x~, ..... x~_)_ X x 
and u~ ~X\X  t. The formulas of thi.~ sequence will be connected by conjunction 
such that multialgebra implications are constructed. 
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